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WORDS OF WISDOM

This above all, to thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

—Shakespeare's Hamlet—
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THE LITTLE THINGS
a short story by Pete Morris

The first thing Ross was going to do was drop in at the Melody Inn. On the outskirts
of the city, he now glanced out the window of the bus. Almost there. Almost where? What was

it going to be like, he wondered. There was bound to be some changes, he surmised. But just
how much would a town change in four years? A flood of memories tumbled over one another

in their haste as Ross's mind flashed back to a dim, bygone day.

He was sitting at a table in the Melody Inn
only half-aware of the tinkling glasses and
the small talk going on about him. The music
from the automatic phonograph ended and
he looked up at the girl across the table from
him. Valerie was twenty, rather small, with
even features and blue eyes that sparkled
and bespoke sincerity. Her hair was long
and blond, and small wisps of it played about
the shoulders of her trim seersucker. She
was watching Ross, and with a little smile,
she asked, "What are you thinking of?"

He returned the smile as he said, "You
mean, who am I thinking of."

"All right, who are you thinking of?"

He gazed at her steadily, feeling a sense of
warmth, "Who do I usually think of... all the
time... and don't be modest."

"Who me?" she asked, in mock surprise.

"You know that, as well as I, Valerie," he
said, then his face clouded a bit as he added,
"I only wish we could be together more often.
Those hours I work don't give me a chance
to do anything; I look forward all week to
seeing you, and then it seems such a little
while. I'd throw that job over in a minute
if it wasn't for you."

She showed concern at this and hastily at
tempted to reassure him. "I understand, dar
ling. But it won't be forever. You just
watch, I'll bet you'll get a higher paying job
soon, and before long we can be together...
much more often."

He felt better hearing her sp*eak thus. She
always looks at the brighter side, he thought;
I shouldn't be so gloomy about everything.

It had long been a mutual agreement be
tween them that when he became situated,

they would marry. "Just a little place, Ross,"
she had said, "I'm not dreaming of a home
of our own and all that right away, .we can
think of that later."

She arose from the table now and said
lightly, "be back in a minute, hon". Ross
watched her walk over to the phonograph.
She selected a number and dropped a coin
in the machine. As she made her way back
to him, Ross heard the opening strains of the
song she had chosen: "Moonlight Serenade."
"Our song, Ross," she said softly, "Let's al
ways think of it as ours. Let's always re
member our meeting and our time together
when we hear it. .. and the little things we
did and said.. . that's what matters most
Ross, the little things."

And with the first lush breath of the fol
lowing spring, Ross and Valerie's dream did
materialize. In a small secluded church they
had stood together. A late afternoon sun
filtered through a stained window and lin
gered there with their solemn features in an
iridescent glow. And as the little preacher's
wife played softly on an old organ, they
heard the words that were to unite them..'.
the sacred conjoining of heart.. .and soul.

For a time they were happy in their new
found life — idyllicly so. But fortune ,and
the warmth of circumstances had other de

signs; this joyful union was to be short-lived.

A sudden lurch of the bus brought Ross
abruptly back to his surroundings. They
were crossing a small bridge which was but
a short distance from the main thoroughfare.
Ross nevously adjusted his tie and reached
for his hat. The driver called out the name

of the street and drew to a halt at the corner.
Ross alighted and stood there while the bus
moved on. Now he walked down the street
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In 'the direction of that remembered rendez
vous. The building was, or rather, looked
the same. He did not recognize any of the
people who passed him, though—for he paid
little heed, anyway.

As he approached the Melody he noticed
a large neon sign with a strange name hang
ing over the walk. A new owner, he thought.
He paused 'by the still-vaguely familiar en
trance. For only a fleeting second Valerie
seemed so near. He thrust open the door and
strode in. The place had been thoroughly
remodeled and hardly a vestige of its original
self was descernible. Ross looked where
their favorite table had been. It, too, was
gone, and a semi-circular red-leather booth
stood in its stead.

Feeling strangely shaky, he walked to the
bar. An unfamiliar fellow waited to take his
order. "Double Bourbon," he said absently,
then realized the words sounded odd to him.
He lifted the glass to his lips and drank.
The liquor,brought a hot, burning sensation
that was almost alien to Ross's throat. His
glance again roved the brief expanse of the
place, noting even the minute changes. Noth

ing's the same he thought. God, four years
can be an eternity. He looked into the large,
ornate mirror on the back bar. The drawn

face of a haunted man was reflected in the

glass, and he didn't like what he saw.

Ross thought how foolish he was being;
this meddling with the past; this vain en
deavour to resurrect a dead yesterday. It
came to him that in Time's relentless stream

everything must change... even the little
things.

When he had finished his third drink he
wanted to leave. Making his way toward
the door he heard the automatic phonograph
start. The first bars of the tune caused him
to draw up sharply. But as the recorded
orchestra swung into the melody, he knew
it wasn't that song. . .their song... It wouldn't
be.

He walked out and heard the door close
behind him. The music was only a faint
whisper now. He turned up his coat collar
as he felt the sudden cold. He knew now,
after four years in prison, that it was the
little things that count. But he found out too
late.

THE WISH TO WIN

Babe Didrikson once said that she never lost a competition when they gave her
last go. For when forced by necessity there was always a little extra energy sne
could commandeer.

We can do a bit better than we think. The push and the urge that want gener
ates are factors for victory.

People never win unless they have a wish to win, a desire so strong that they
never give up. Someone has said that the best angle from which to approach a pro
blem is the TRY-angle. You are never defeated as long as you keep trying. You
are licked the minute you stop.

When the other fellow sets a record, he has no monopoly on it. He can't patent
it or copyright it or keep it for his own.

If you have the stuff of the winner, you'll commandeer that reserve force and
use it to advantage.

Try a little harder; strive a little more!

ALWAYS TOO LATE

No man is born a criminal. Organized crime injected it into his system—a
small dose only, but enough to make the craving for it irresistible, and when it had
grown to ruinous proportions society was ready to despise and condemn him. This
. .. diseased passion is a symbol of the crime that fills the countries of the globe. No
man is born a criminal. Society gives him without his will the ruinous injections,
of course, a small dose only and despises him if the injection instincts grows, and
when it has destroyed the whole man, then society goes heroically to work with police
and court punishment. It is nearly always too late...

To prevent the first injection would have been better than all the labor of the
penitentiaries.

F.E. Haynes in Criminology ,



Accent

On

Shadows
by Bill DeCoste Editor Emeritus

THE SONG IS ENDED. . .this is my parting shot to the C.B. Diamond. Come the first
week of April I'll be free again and so, in the full meaning of the word, this is good-bye And
though there are no regrets about leaving prison, there are regrets —some kind of a feeling
deep inside me - regarding my fellow inmates. This place has always impressed me with its
complete simplicity, though there are some who prefer to consider it adeeply mysterious slight
ly sinister and altogether confusing place. We don't know why this is so —unless folks enjoy
exercising their imaginations. Why the place does, what its people think, how they feel, what
they say, all their regrets, hopes, hates, ambitions. . .everything is on top of the table in full
view, to be seen, heard and even whiffed by alert nostrils. This prison isn't at all mysterious
sinister or even drab —not if you look at it without prejudice or ideas founded on story-book
fiction. This prison is a small community just like a small town in the free world. People
live closely together in it, share each other's laughter and also the tears. Where folks get to
know each other intimately, the good and the bad, because they can't help it—they are so close
Their dreams become public property because folks hear them talk in their sleep. Starved for
friendship, of a kind they had known elsewhere, substitutes have to be used. A pat on the
back, no matter whence it comes, is an inspiration. Tough nuts only look and act tough- get
down inside of them and they are intensly warm and human. Surprisingly so. Yes, there is a
feeling inside me about the men who are my neighbors here. No matter what they think deep
inside, they don't give up, nor do they quit hoping. They all live with the hope —with the
desire of becoming normal citizens in normal communities outside. There's alwavs a ehanro
they 11 find the sun shining when the clouds roll by - the steel bars and stone walls will even
tually evaporate. Their lives will have a song in them —just wait until the orchestra climbs
into the pit and the lights go on. Guys like Joe Smith and Eddie Martin with terrificly long
inhuman sentences, still manage to smile. Yep —there is afeeling in my heart in leaving the
Bay. I want to hold on to this feeling and to remember itall the time for some swell guys have
helped me to come cheerfully to the end of the road which is, by a strange paradox also the
beginning.

Shadows

I want to go on record right here and now and say that as long as I had to be incarcer
ated somewhere, I'm glad it was in Collin's Bay, rather than in some of the places I've heard
6 n
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about. One of the greatest pleasures I've had, has been to watch the changes take place here
at the Bay — and all' changes for the better. I'm glad that I had a part in this magazine. I'm
grateful that the Commissioner, Wardens Cleeton and Allen permitted us to let the C.B. Dia-
mnd grow up in size to match the maturity of its content. All of us who have had a part in the
magazine are most happy with the results which have been accomplished, and we are quite
proud of the reception and recognition which the magazine has received through inmate effort.

Shadows——

We have written previously that it is the work of a lifetime to build a great and splen
did character, and it is the work of a moment to destroy it utterly, from turret to foundation
stone. And, as a result of this thought, I have now come to believe that all criminals should
be treated with kindness: that every right consistent with the safety of society should be given
them. And I believe that the Government of Canada itself should set the highest and noblest
example. The powerful should not be cruel, and in the breast of the supreme there should be
no desire whatsoever for revenge. In the atmosphere of kindness the seeds of virtue are bound
to and must burst into bud and flower. This is why I have admired a straight-thinking ward
en, the McCulleys and the Edrrusons. This is why I've picked up my pen countless hundreds
of times here and lashed out at the lack of a parole system. It is unkind and inhuman to keep
men in prison too long. This is not idealistic dreaming. This is plain, simple, everyday Chris
tianity. I never thought along those lines prior to coming to prison. I was too damn busy fi
guring out how to beat the other guy and I never gave it a thought. But I've learned it here.
I am my brother's keeper! I've seen men here admire this guy McCulley: prisoners from one
end of Canada to another voiced real regret when he left the prison service. Why? Because
he practised Christianity and his kind are' few and far between. This is not sycophancy. This
is a typewriter lifting out a guy's thoughts.. thoughts that are coming from the heart.. .but
why go on? Only a prison inmate could understand what I'm driving at...

Shadows

You look at them and they look at you, real puzzled like.. .They aren't just pretending,
those lads of all sizes, shapes and ages who sit there on that bench outside the keeper's hall—
they really are bewildered. Everything is very strange to them—chances are they feel as you
look at them, that they're on display, kinda like a grizzly at the zoo or maybe a new kid get
ting his first screen test. YOU know how it feels sitting there on that bench, moments after
your arrival from K.P. You sat there once yourself. Kinda got under your skin, this being
a fresh fish and having no place to swim to and not knowing when you'd get a chance! That's
the trouble—they're here, don't know just how it happened, maybe not even why (if they
are that lost in confusion), and they sure can't figure out WHERE they're going, when, how or
—again why. Confusion, splattered with little or lots of fear. It doesn't last, though. Soon
they'll be swinging along in line real pert-like, rollin' their .own like Hopalong Cassidy, be-
havin' like veterans for whom Alcatraz was really built!

Shadows i

The fine silver in her hair, the wonderful gleam in her eyes—it was a dazzling, flashing,
happy gleam!—the tender smile on her lips, and her eager hands clutching that little old-fash
ioned purse, all of this highlighted her entrance"... .SOMEBODY'S MOTHER on a visit to her
son. No one deserves this tribute from my pen more than do the mothers of the men here.
Mothers are courage and beauty and love and trust and those of you who still have them on
earth—by all means—be good to them. It must be a wonderful thing to grow old with a song
in your heart because of a mother and son love that words of mine can never describe...

Shadovis

Our world is large and its people but chips in the poker game of life. All earth's crea
tures have a sneaking respect and affinity for "Ol Nick" who sat in the game and started with
a little snake for chips. He has run this stake into its present enormity. It makes one wonder
that Daniel Webster won his tussle with the devil without an overly large sleeve for extra aces

Continued on next page
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&
and a- knack for dealing from the bottom. Time's great crucible still boils with the faults of
men- what to some nations seem standard conduct—to ours criminal; continue to separate the
dross from the silver that men may mint more coins, which in order tenaciously creates more
faults to be punished and punished, little remembering proud Portia's supplication for the
"qualitv of mercy" while the inconsistencies of today live on amid the crashing cymbals and
thundering brass of the orchestra, drowning the muted symphony of the human heart's "Mis
erere^.

Shadows

THE SONG IS ENDED. . .The ACCENT will change from SHADOWS to FREEDOM very
soon Aguy when he has short time like this, kicks many emotions around inside him. He thinks
many thoughts and sincerely I have tried to write some of them here. Everyone is looking for
the answer to the criminal priblem. Penologists want it; the taxpayer would like to see it and
the inmate himself craves it with a hunger indescribable. All of us believe .in the innate
human d;gnity of man. And we have come to believe in the efficacy of time. Therefore—there
must exist an answer to the problem. Convicts are men: judges are men; prison guards and
wardens are men. And men have eyes to see, ears to hear, lips to.speak and hearts to feel And
there are few, if any, atheists among us. And over all is time, time to assimilate and teach and
grow and understand. The days are niggardly but the sum of the years is full to the bursting
because of the good in the hearts of men. Let us remember the origin of man and the know
ledge not the convict eve-view knowledge, nor the judge eye-view knowledge, nor the warden
eye-view knowledge, but the man eye-view knowledge. Man struggles for the good and because
they do, the good must prevail, even over the eviL

Shadows

My personal thanks to Charlie Mattison and all the fellows on the Diamond staff;
thank* also to George Young and others for helping me do an honest job. Thanks also to Mr.
Cook, George Beacom and the Print Shop gang at K.P. for an excellent job of cooperation.

Shadows

And so the good-bye I say now is a hopeful one: a hopeful one for all of us The brwks
I'll be walking on verv soon will be cemented with affectionate good wishes that all of you will
soon return to enjoy the same bricks and that none of us will find prisons in our future. GOOD
BYE and GOODLUCK from my heart.

Look For 7 he Best

It is just as easy to expert the best as to look for the worst! So many people
expect the worst that they create an unfavorable situation jus! because of then-
attitudes.

Perhaps things do look black at times, but why expect a storm? Why not
look for the sun to break through? Why not expect the best to happen. Your think
ing is magnetic—your thoughts will attract the best or the worst—it is up to you.

How do you see people? You can look upon thorn as crooks or as good people.
If you make it a practice to look for the best in men, you will seldom be disapointed.
They will really come through for you.

Successful men arc optimists—thy look for and expect the best from their
associates—and that is what they get and why they are leaders in their field.

If your thinking is right on the inside it helps tremendously to make things
-o ri«ht on the outside. Look for the best!
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Only a Comic Strip
But....

There is a comic strip called "Herman" that comes into this institution every week in one
of the leading papers. There's more than humor behind this strip. There's a story which should
bring a great measure of hope and warming encouragement to every prisoner.

The-cartoonist himself is this story, not his series of cartoon strips. His name is Clyde
Lamb, and this tale is not one which is involved, and lengthy. For Clyde Lamb is a "gradu
ate" of reformatories and a "post-graduate" ofstate prisons inTennessee, Indiana and Illinois.

During his seven years in Stateville, Lamb developed his abilities as a cartoonist and in
July, 1946, (from prison), made his first sale to the Saturday Evening Post. By the end of that
year, he had earned some four thousand dollars.

Impressing everyone with his sincerity, Lamb was granted a new trial, and subsequently
received releases from the jurisdictions he had offended. For the past seven years his cartoons
have appeared regularly in the Saturday Evening Post, and now he seems to be well on the road
to success, with a syndicated comic strip.

The story of Clyde Lamb is a pleasant tale, one in which we, as prisoners, revel in hear
ing. The particular fact is that Lamb's case is not an isolated instance of a long-time, repeat
er-prisoner making good, because, despite the unhappy publicity given to failures, the record
will disclose many instances of similar recoveries. Just the mere fact that such a tale becomes
generally known is almost as much of an encouragement to inmates as is the fact that a former
member of their general group has made good.

Only rarely does the outside press seize upon success stories of a former prisoner as news
worthy. The distressing truth is that such stories are usually overlooked, with the stress given
to the sordidness, and the shame, of tales of failure and reversion to criminal pursuits. "That
makes better reading, some think, for the newspaper-buying public. It sells more papers —it
increases circulation — it's more what the public seems to expect.

But we who have known the tragic struggle to which most are subjected following terms
in prison, find that interest as readers, and as hopefuls,focuses not upon the stories of the Red
Ryans, the Dillingers, and the other names known only for their infamy. We find thoughts
centering around and upon the sagas of the Clyde Lambs, the Charles Allen Wards (ex-grad of
Leavenworth who came out to become a millionarie owner of a large calendar business employ
ing ex-cons) and the David Marshall Williams (who, while in a North Carolina Prison, invented
a rifle and on "graduation" became a gun designer and inventor for the U.S. government).

To be certain there are many men in prison who dream of following in the paths of no
torious criminals whose names have been emblazoned in banner headlines across front pages of
Canadian newspapers. Not being able to take a census of men's souls, and not being competent
to know the workings of they- innermost thoughts, we dare not advance the theorv that such
men are in the minority in prison. But neither do we concede that they constitute an appre
ciable majority.

But with positive certaintly, we do maintain that most men. at some time in their prison
experiences, spend many long and sleepless nights anticipating the coming of a day when they,
too, may seek out, and find, peace of mind and heart which comes from the over-worked and
frequently abused word "rehabilitation."

Continued on page 28
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Sport Pick-Ups
by Vi?i.ce VMeneuve

Sandlo: Editor

It happened in the spring of 1941 at the N.Y. Yankees training camp in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Phil Rizzuto, the Bomber's great little shortstop for the' pan eleven years, was reporting for
the first time, "You never saw such treetops", the Scooter recalled. "Ruffing, Dickey, DiMag-
gio, Selkirk, the bat boy, all of them. Nobody gave me a tumble for almost a month and I
was getting scared. Finally I told my trouble to Lefty Gomez, who explained: 'Nobody is snub
bing you, you little squirt, they just haven't seen you yet!' "

Tris Speaker, immortal Cleveland outfielder and Hall of Fame luminary, played 22 years of
major league baseball 1907-1928, appeared in nearly 2,800 games and struck out only 222 times:
A very impressive record. Broken down over the 22 years, h means that Speaker fanned on an
average of only ten times a year!

Even the losers laughed when the announcer at the Raynham. Mass., dog track barked over
the public address system that "Itchy boy has been scratched in the fourth race!"

It took Karl Scheib nine years to win a game from the Clev-land Indians and it happened on
August 3, 1952. The Philadelphia pitcher had been trying ?ince 1944 to chalk up a decision
over the tribe.

Did you know that President Dwight Eisenhower, was a stai".;ng halfback in his sophomore year
at West Point in 1912? And what's more Ike played against, the great Jim Thorpe in a'game
which Carlisle won 28 to 6!

Dark Secret running in the 1934 Jockey Gold Cup, snapped a
limped across the line on three legs—the winner!

\g 20 yards from the finish but

Honus Wagner, greatest shortstop baseball has ever produced, hit .300 or better for 17 straight
seasons and collected 3,430 safeties; more than any other player in National. League history!
Most of his career was spent with the Pittsburgh Pirates.

The most indestructible and remarkable pitcher in baseball is the venerable Satchel Paige,
of the St. Louis Browns. Nearly 50 years old, the shuffling Satchmo is still good enough to
start and win in the major leagues. As a relief hurler, the lanky Negro righthander is in a
class all by himself. He's been firing that apple at all sorL> of competition since way back in
1921 and if it had, not been for a guy named Satched Paige, Cleveland might not have won the
1948 American League pennant!

One of the greatest and most unusual baseball games ever pished in the National League was
Carl Hubbell's 18-inning, 1-0 victory for the N.Y. Giants over the St. Louis Cardinals in 1933.
In this marathon contest Hubbell did not issue a single bas*e on balls!

In a 1926 game Paul Waner, the best outfielder Pittsburgh ever had, rapped out six hits in six
consecutive times at bat, a rare batting stunt in any man's League. Waner is also one of the
few players to collect more than 3.000 hits.
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1 HE IS MY FRIEND

(A faithful friend is a strong defense, and he that has found one has found
a treasure. —Ecclesiastipis—)

A person who has never experienced shame, failure, degradation or some other m™
mmious reaction caused by his own weaknesses can never know the fu? meaning of the word
tt dttlf' fTh\greater the need for friendshiP the greater the frienci who responds Rom
man " experience comes the most human and most God-like of man's relations with

♦v, -l\^u ?SUal WOrld of the normal Pers0l*'s relations between himself and his friends
hiore That .ev^Penng,fire °1 "^T nue6d WhiGh f0rg6S the Toled° steel of £nne't rend!tTnJ X e Ted iSuhe ?r°°f Which Changes °Pinion t0 fact- When the sore test comesand only then can a friend be tried and proved. Only when the blinding light of oveXr-'

demng necessity is thrown against the hypocrites, the selfish, the shallow, the cowards is a truevaluation Possible So long as that need never occurs, all superficial winSSSTSrtta« ^!
disturbed, taking little and giving little. Consequently most people live their lives without
ever having the glorious satisfaction of real friends. Of course? this lack ilneve« ™r
even noticed because of the lack of need for them. Theirs is one of chit-chat Ss-se
you-at-churcli fnends-let's-have-a-beer-friends: which is all right. There's nothing wrong
tn^„w«rf r as*°ciat,lons **» Pass leisure ^ pleasantly and thus contribute somethingto contented living. Therefore they are good. 8

But those who suffer most, whether by their own mistakes or as a result of some causes
outside of themselves, are the privileged few who can say with complete confidence "He is
my friend. That simple statement, used so casually by so many, carries a wealth'of em
otional appreciation to those who know their friends. They know because when the fickle stray-
ed the friend strayed. J

The reward of friendship for the convict who has been able to retain even one of his
former friends is much richer than that of his never-tried outside neighbor. -If he retains one
or more persons from his past who still hold their belief in him—while he is behind walls be
cause of his own social weaknesses being punished as an infamous criminal—then he is ex
periencing a much higher degree of friendship than could have been possible if he had never
fallen. This doesn't mean that the inmate's friends are any better than other peoples' It
does mean that they have been proved. Asoldier isn't a hero until after he has successfully
passed the crucial test of battle. He had the same basic personal qualities before as after but
they were not proved until tested. t '

When the knowledge that a man's friend is of superior quality is fully realized, it brings
with it a most powerful emotional lift. It's not temporary either, it grows stronger with time
That friendship restores a much battered self-confidence in the recipient. It imbues him with
a desire to do good. It establishes an insulating cover from mean conditions or environment
The warmth of one friend can nullify the cold maliciousness of many enemies.

Inspite of shame and notoriety; in spite of the weight of public opinion; in spite of the
perhaps most despicable offense committed; the inmate's friend sees the man not the deed In
him he sees some quality of goodness which he values enough to risk himself for his friend' It
may be logical and it may not, but regardless of logic the faith of a friend carries on Quite
likely, that faith was sparked by an act of friendship done by the inmate. This kind of friend
ship has a quality of compassion and encouragement which is almost, if not actually super
natural. It is truly a noble quality and one forwhich no words can effectively express eppre-

To sin by silence when they should protest, makes cowards of men.
—Abraham Lincoln—

II



PENAL QUOTES

If an ex-inmate applies for a job he is not a criminal! There il is, just as simple as that. Crim
inals do not look for jobs — they look for scores. There is no poini in discussing exceptions—it would
be difficult to name any general practice in the world to which there are no exceptions. An employer
can be reasonably certain that if an ex-inmate applies for a job he is not a criminal. And he can
also be certain that if he refuses him a job because of his record, he will not only have reaffirmed
man's inhumanity to man but will have been the catalytic agent in that ex-inmate's return to prison.

—B. C TRAjNoI IICJW

The late Father Flanagan always said, "There are no bad boys." And in most cases he proved
it he proved beyond all doubt that boys can be treated decently and taught the proper ways of society;
he did that by taking all boys sent to him and turning them into some of the greatest men of the day.
You and I alike would probably be astounded at the number of Father Flanagan graduates that are
now leaders of society and highly respected in their community. ___cmjn

If a youth gets into trouble two or three times, it is probably more of a personality defect than
a criminal tendency. Especially it is true where the offender is young. If everyone he comes m con
tact with on one of these occasions goes out of his way to tell him how hopeless his case is, it isn t
hard to imagine what will happen to his outlook. This is even more demoralizing when the persons
doing the criticizing are the most educated individuals the boy has seen. Being already unsure of him
self and engulfed with a feeling of inadequacy from being pushed through the legal machinery, a
word of encouragement would do many times as much good as a kick in the teeth.

—REFORMATORY P1L.L.AR

The greatest single factor in completely finding the end of a prison sentence is to follow the old
axiom and DO YOUR OWN TIME. It is not necessary for any person to be led into things that are
against his own better judgment at the expense of seemingly becoming a sissy in the eyes Of a limit
ed minority. Nothing can upset a man more than having to give himself a kick in the par.ts because
he allowed'someone else to talk him into a caper that had no merit or logic whatsoever. Let those who
are advocating methods of various sorts pull their own chestnuts out of the fire. If some policy or part
of a program concerns you then do what must be done for yourself. If anything is important enough
for the other fellow, he will do it himself and will not need your help.

—LAKESHORE OUTLOOK

There is every reason to believe that men in prison, the same as men not in prison, are seeking
balance and a satisfactory-and secure place in the world. This being true, there must be a common
ground on which this innate urge could be met and implemented by sincere assistance.

—THE ATLANTIAN

12

Take a Bow, Gentlemen

The I.O.R.C- (Inmate's Council)
garding the Canteen List.

To Jim Ferrigan, Chiampi, Sonny Simmcns. Watson, Guagliano and Joe Smith—
A BIG THANKS! PLUS a little suggestion—keep foremost in your mind all the time
that you are working for the good of the institution as a whole. You do not represent
one individual inmate but every inmate.

With this in mind—you cannot fail in any objective.

is to be commended on their prompt action
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

PRISON PANORAMA

So vast an experience it is, so minute a world, yet in the momentous or muffled moments
that make up the endless hours that fashion the drama and boredom that is prison this I
would know...

If all could write, speak or proclaim as the singular spokesman for the many who
make up Penitentiary Canada, who could or would tell your version of this hour as you would
reveal it? For you see, feel, live and endure this experience through a mind that is either big
or small of understanding, broad or bitter of desire, beaten or boasting of mood, deep or
shallow of emotion. •

Catalogue it! What kind of people populate Collin's Bay, Stony Mountain, Dorchester
and other walled in places in the Dominion of Canada? Are they different from Mr. Jones of
Main Street, free town?

Define it! It's the working area, the sports field, isolation; the daily hopes for a "tick
et"; the wheel or the man; the "fish" just arrived from Kingston Penitentiary; the fins and
the saw-bucks or the lucky guy just shaking off time for a haircut. The stone-shed; the car
penter shop, the censors, the front brass—not forgetting easy time or hard time depending on
if they let you do your own time. Yes, what kind of men occupy cells?

Capture it! Prison is many things to many people, the end of the line for some, the
great awakening for others, or just one more heartache. So fleeting are its moods, so confound
ing its personalities. It's the conniving, bitter, hateful individualwho defies reason, says "you
just can't win", and is choosing by his own hand to do life on the installment plan—three years
here, five years there, and life at a following date. It's also the fellow who couldn't figure a
way out, except the "easy way". He wrote a check, jimmied a window, or held a gun. Maybe
he knew a county jail or a reformatory, or perhaps this was his first "fall". His school record
was average or above average as far as he went and in most cases it wasn't far enough. It's
the countless number of ex-army men: veterans who were not found wanting in the country's
greatest need. They came back to disillusionment and.. .here.

Picture it! It's the visiting room where two worlds meet, where sorrow and shame, hope
and despair, meet and mix, and families are rejoined with memories rekindled and hopes re
born. It's a walled city with city faults and virtues; it's the winding meal lines; the enthusiasm
to play ball on week-ends in summer and the hurry to movies in winter; it's humming con
struction work; school room and the lust to learn before it's too late; it's the cursed counts that
never seem to come out right; it's cell blocks and dormitory; it's tough guys and likeable joes:
misery and mirth, dignity and degradation.

Prison? It's the sum composite of man's emotions; longings, sins, hopes and reasons for
living. It is as near to your strongest hate and your most unpredictable desire, but more, it is
of the heart, the never understood and eternally mysterious heart.

And all this I would know! As one woould walk and talk with those who have traded
blue serge for brown denim pants arid blue shirts; green family lawns and smiling children

The man in prison isn't hard to figure. When you stop to talk with him on even ground,
you find that by and large he's a man not unlike the neighbor of Main Street, free town. The
radio comedians still get the big laugh; a magazine picture of a kid crying over his dead dog
still chokes his throat; he'll give his last cigarette to help a buddy "sweat out" the last few
days of. his time, and he'll take the side of the little guy being pushed around by a bully.

Continued on page 15
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PERTINENT and IMPERTINENT
from the editors notebook

The man on the street knows that crimes are committed; he knows that criminals are

punished; he knows of riots and escapes from prisons; he thinks he knows that prisoners are
often coddled, and often dealt with too leniently by the courts; he knows that men fresh out of

prison sometimes commit fresh offenses. He knows these things because they cannot be hid
den from him. But does he know the answer to the question, '"Why?" He does not know how

long sentences affect men . He cannot visualize the monotony, the regimentation, the disci
pline—the frustrations inherent in a system that forces hundreds of men (who have nothing
in common but their criminal tendencies) to live in close contact with each other. Nor can he

understand the price he pays for such a system. Our penal papers are doing a courageous
job of breaking through the cloud that exists between the wall separating us from society in

general. However, what is needed is a group of courageous leaders in the field, public relation

people, who will begin a program of education for the public—using every medium of infor

mation available to tell them the truth, to call a spade a spade. We are sure the public would

do the rest. Well over a year ago, Bill editorialized in this magazine and called for invita

tions to be extended to such organizations as Rotary, Lions, Trade Union officials: to invite

them into the prisons and let them see at first-hand what is going on. Let them inspect the
vocational program which we know is one of the finest in the country. — Someone has got to
sell the product to society and now is a good a time as any to begin the selling job.

It's the month of March and within a month or so, we'll be getting organized for a sum
mer sports program. All of us are looking forward to the opening of McCulley Field and this
should enable us to enlarge the overall program to include sports for everyone; the young and
old; the spry and not-so spry. Plenty of constructive, outgrowing activity can benefit prisoners
and, in the end, the prison. Tension caused by many things, but chiefly by monotony and
strict discipline, creates most trouble in prisons. Whenever that tension can be dissipated,
whenever men are allowed to "let down", there are fewer rule infractions and trouble in gen
eral—and the less tension in prison, the better the prisoner's chances of going straight after
prison. — A good sports program is the best thing possible for a group of men; With good or
ganization—much can be accomplished this season. We are fortunate here in that our sports
and entertainment are totally in the hands of the inmates. The new sports committee have a
great responsibility and they can only master it with the cooperation of all of us.

Did it ever happen to you? A man, who hated to spend a dollar to subscribe to a popular
magazine, sent his little boy to borrow a copy from a neighbor. In his haste, the boy ran over a
stand of bees and in ten minutes, he looked like a warty summer squash. His father ran to his as
sistance, and, failing to notice the barbed wire fence, ran into that, ruining a nine dollar pair
of pants. The old cow took advantage of the gap in the fence, got in the corn field and kill
ed herself eating green corn. Hearing a commotion the farmer's wife ran out, upset a four
gallon churn of cream into a basket of little chickens, drowning the entire hatch. In her haste,
she dropped a thirty-five dollar set of teeth. The baby being left alone, crawled through the
cream into the parlor, ruining a brand new fifty dollar carpet. During the excitement the
oldest daughter eloped with the hired man, the dog broke up eleven setting hens, and the
calves got out and chewed the tails off four fine shirts on the clothes line. The moral to this
story: Don't borrow your neighbor's magazine: It's too risky. Subscriptions to tha C.B.
Diamond for any member of your family or any friend are only $1.00 a year.
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Have just finished reading an article in a leading magazine on Chino Institution for
Men in California. It's a minimum-security prison without walls. Relatives visit and spend
hours with picnic lunches on the grounds on week-ends with their menfolk. They have a
swimming pool, tennis court, etc. The success of this prison merits a close study for it has the
smallest repeater-rate in the world. — Could there be a clue in the management of Chino that
others should follow? Warden Scudder says that '̂Security in a prison should stop once the
man is admitted; stop with the fence or wall. Men will react to common decency and trust."
And Scudder's success at Chino speaks for itself.self.

There was quite a contradictory statement made last month in the sentencing ofa four
teen year old youth to penitentiary out Vancouver way.. The judge said to the lad: "you are
beyond redemption". Now our penitentiaries today are being geared as correctional institu-

" tions and here we have a case of a boy being sentenced to one of them and, at the same time
being told he is beyond help. Seems to be a wanton waste of taxpayer's money.' Perhaps it
would have been better to shoot the kid at sunrise! The intelligent people have been empha
sizing the fact that the kid hasn't a chance anyway so why should the kid try to better him
self? With no one else to turn to, and a lot of time to wonder, it isnt illogical that he should
accept the idea of being born a criminal and that there is no use trying to fight it. Maybe we're
wrong here but according to all great philosophers, Man is no more, nor less, than he thinks
he is. Proceeding from this point then, the most feasible way to drive anyone to honesty is to
convince him that he is, basically honest, to assure him that dishonesty is an acquired, and not
an inherent, quality in anyone. Let us hope that thewarden or someone out in B.C. Penitentiary
can take the time to impress this fact on the young fellow.*

• •••••

As you will notice elsewhere in this edition, Bill DeCoste will be leaving us the first
week in Anril. We've worked together the past few months and today the C.B. Diamond has
a very creditable name in the field of penal papers. We hope to continue to keep it creditable
but we'll need the help of all of you. Remember we have no axes to grind, no crusades to
launch, no curves to throw, no pointed barbs to hurl. We represent no cliques, and we are not
mad at anyone. We do expect to call the shots as we see them, as best we can, with the per
spective of constructive advancement always foremost in our minds. The C.B. Diamond is our
magazine—yours and mine. Our subscribers now number over seven hundred and these in
clude lawyers, clergy, people in all professions as well as members of your families. Next
month will mark our second anniversary and we hope to give you a first-class magazine as well
as ice-cream and cake to celebrate the occasion. In the meantime—we all wish Bill the best
of luck. He's going to enter the journalistic field outside and we know he'll do the Bay proud
in whatever he tackles.

PRISON PANORAMA Continued from page 13

Sure, he's classed as emotionally weak or unstable, or perhaps he wouldn't be here, but
his virtues still remain. He knows where he perhaps was derailed; he knows1 that he has hurt
those who put great trust and faith in him; and he knows he must someday go back and face
those whom he failed, in order that he might succeed with them, and himself.

He gripes and groans, can't stand radio static, and he wonders if the Korean situation
will ever get straightened out or is it another war in the offing; he's never read so many books
and magazines in his life, and he's found that a Man who once forgave his kind still holds the
key tp it all.

Yes, he's a human with human faults that were not controlled, his struggle to exist
embittered him, or his dreams became cruel masters. But the hopes and the promises are still
there, and men are daily finding themselves and the hours of darkness are turning into noon
day.

The Big Beginning is still a reality and happiness and love are still fact.

For this is Prison Panorama—Penitentiary, Canada in the year of nineteen hundred and
fifty three....
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Memo

To a Kid.
•>.rr=-^.

I want to talk with you, kid. .You are the tragedy of the age. You should be carrying
school books under your arm and instead you are carrying a scar on your heart. Yes, kid, I want
to talk with you. I want to pass a few thoughts along to you. Call it a bit of wisdom if you like.

For some reason or another, I can't seem to place you in the environment of a peniten
tiary. Kids don't belong in such places but you are here and the question remains—where will
you go from here?

Yes, I know—it's a tough battle you will have to fight to beat this place. . .tougher than
any of us realize. You can put in a sentence here and go out with a better knowledge of de
ception and how to blow a safe. You can learn lots of things here that might add to your crim
inal knowledge. You can learn such things—if you are a fool. But let me tell you that just
being a convict has placed a terrific block in your way and you're stuck kid. You're stuck be
cause you've got a record. *

Sure, I know! Prisons aren't too bad or so your juvenile mind thinks. No one around
here is tatooing Dachau numbers on you like the Nazis did to their prisoners. But something
else has been done, kid. Something a heck of a lot worse. You've got a number now and the
memory of that number will live for years if you don't treat it right.

Don't come out with dull cliches and tell me that you'll leave here with your debt paid
to society. I'd have to laugh at that one. You see, society doesn't forget and if you don't take
care, they'll have you wearing that number forever.

Serve your own time and go out of here and be honest. Play it straight! For if you don't,
the next time society will double up on you: next time you'll pay for the first time in addition
to the second time. You'll be condemned not for the length of your term, but forever.

You think I'm kidding you. Well, forget I'm even talking and when you go out, commit
another crime and go before a judge. You'll find out that I knew what I was talking about.
You are marked with an "X" kid. "X" for ex-convict! You'll have a heck of a time getting a
ijob. The government won't hire you. Why should a businessman take a chance? You can't
hold public-office—don't be ridiculous. Try to make a bond; then you will see. You cannot
serve on a jury: haven't you learned all this? You won't be able to drive a cab. Ask the police
chief why.

So, you see, kid—you're stuck! '
You've got a cross to bear, a double-cross. You can carry this cross; your X at a jaunty

angle and sport it among poolhall louts if you want. In that case you will be back in the pen
within a year or so.

No—kid—you can't beat it in your old way of life. You'll have to carry your cross
straight. You won't be able to leave it behind you. You'll have to get used to it. They say
you can get used to anything. It's an invisible cross though. You can strut down the main-
drag and there's not a single person can see it. Oh a few maybe; a detective or probation
officer and maybe even a judge. They have X-ray eyes and can spot you blocks away. But
other members of society; people not concerned with the law — they'll not notice your cross.
It's your scarlet letter, I guess kid, and you want to keep those of the wary eye from stab
bing at you, you'll have to play the game according to their rules — not yours. Yours do not
count. You're a loser, kid, and they play for keeps. When you lose you really lose. Go
along with them; that's your only out. Remember (and you'd better remember because they
will remember) that you are an X wearing an X for X-convict. That sets you apart. I te1!
you this so you'll know you are on thin ice. kid.
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You'll have to buck the ex-convict legend all by yourself. Buck it by playing straight

from now on out. To get in solid with people you'd like to have for friends, a girl maybe,
you'll have to go through a tedious process. You'll have to be a straight-thinking, good kid
for most people have listened .to radio's cesspool of crime programs and have read from the
privy-paged crime magazines with fuming putrefactions for so long—that they actually think
all criminals are rotten. So you'll have to buck this legend and prove that you are not rotten.

It's going to take a lot of guts, kid, and if you don't do it; if you are so scatter-brained
that you think you can't do it, then you are beat. They've got you coming and going. You'd
better shop around now for a hobby to help while away the years when you aren't scrubbing
time grime from cell walls.

No, kid, flowers won't wilt at your touch. It's not that bad. But so many guys have
left prisons before you and have gone out to add fuel to society's fire. Somehow "rehabilita
tion" did not quite stretch enough to include these fellows when they were pliable enough to
be reached by good instead of bad.

Watch the horror in some people's eyes when you apply for a job and tell them you're an
ex-convict. You will have a high, tight wire to walk when you hit the streets. That your
keepers do not in any way prepare you for a tight-rope act while they have you collared
simply makes it tougher.

But it isn't all horror, kid. After you show that you are human and not an ogre drip
ping with bloody schemes against their lives and properties, some of them will loosen up and
they will begin to accept you for what you are: a kid whose tangled thinking got you into jams
and finally into prison and who, now that you are out, is trying in the only way you know to
stalk a hazy objective through a twisted skein of loused-up life paths. •

Kid, it's going to take stamina and patience. Be tolerant of the people, kid. Because
they make no effort to understand you, you will have to understand them. That is some job.

And, if you are persistent enough you will find one here and there whose enlightened
eyes can pierce the mist that shrouds the ex-convict legend. People like Edmison and McCul-
ley. Those are the people to get next to. kid. And when you find one, cling to him, for those
are the intelligent, the wise, the brilliant. They know, kid. They know. One hour with one
such can keep you going for a week, and before long, by association, you yourself will break
through the crust of legend and .get onto solid ground. Then you have it made.

Otherwise, kid, you're beat. You may as well look around for a squad of unemployed
pallbearers, because as far as your freedom is concerned, you are through and what you will
need then is a good dirgy requiem, a lament, a litany in a minor key.

And they will give you an obituary. Mess it up enough and you may make even the
front-page. They'll have but one line for you, kid, and that line is "Punk Here lies a cheap
crook!"

No, they won't wonder what made you that way. They will know nothing of the pres
sures, the tensions, the inner-rages, the pride-swallowings, the superhuman efforts you made
to throw off your scarlet letter;to throw the X off your back. They care nothing of the over
whelming burden lashed to ex-convicts.

But, kid, if you make good—well, you'll know a joy inside you that words can't utter.
No one will pat you on the back. As far as they are concerned you have a vast responsibil
ity to them. They do not even suspect that they have double-crossed themselves as well as
you. So, if you make good, nobody will know except you — and perhaps another or two.

But in making good, kid, you've made the avenue easier for hundreds of men wearing
scarlet letters that will come after you: hundreds of kids like yourself.

Yes, kid, this is a MEMO to you from me. A memo because you were never meant for,
and don't belong to a penitentiary. Sometimes I think those who have sent you here deserve
far greater punishment.. .Sometimes as I sat in my bunk at the end of the dormitory and
thought of you and your kind — my heart cried out and the only consolation were the words
of a great Man — "Suffer the little children to come unto Me."
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If I Were a

CITIZEN
Taken by and large, the little word "If" is probably one of the greatest boons of man No

other word in the lexicon will so quickly open the door to the land of phantasv and conjecture
In the last two months, this word has permitted me to don the toga of a Judge- and the mantle
of a Defense Attorney; now it allows me to go forth before my debt to society is paid to give
my views as a member of an estate which I will, ultimately, reassume.

Having, for a number of years, been a mem
ber of that organization often referred to as
the 'human race', I feel qualified to discourse
on some of the foibles which we all seem to
cherish. The utter simplicity, the childish
naivete with which we face bur daily lives is
something to conjure with. Not that I believe
in bitter cynicism nor a pessimistic outlook,
quite the contrary; but I most firmly believe
that we should all take cognizance of the
truth.and not accept, at face value, the ideo
logical preachments of those who want no
thing but the status quo. The apathy of peo
ple, generally, to injustices that fail to touch
them personally has long been common know
ledge. However when that same apathetic
attitude tends to breed a spate of injustices
which will, eventually, affect all of the people,
it is high time that some interest be taken.

For many years my complacency was
equal to that of any person, so long as I was
not directly affected, and the sun did shine
and the birds did sing. However, I trespas
sed; I committed a crime and went through
the legal machinery and I know now that it
is ignorance to be indifferent to law and
order.

Therefore, if I were a citizen, I would take
an interest in the Government of Canada.
Since the people are the power; in theory,
no public official has any power that he did
not receive directly from the people. There
fore, it would behoove me, as a citizen to
ascertain just what type of men held just
what kind of power in my name and the name
of my fellow citizens?

Now that my own defection has brought
me a clearer conception of what goes on all
around me, I tremble not for myself but I
must decry that apathy which is still rampant

among men. Every day we see fresh evi
dence of just how seriously this smug com
placency is encroachim? upon the liberties
of which we should all be so proud. The news
papers tell us, all too frequently, of more of
our rights which have been abolished.

If, at this moment, I were a citizen, I should
endeavour, in every way possible, to interest
more and more people in active participation
in local government. In our cities, counties
and provinces, and even federal governments,
there is too much reliance on the political
sycophant who is interested, not in the wel
fare of the entire nation and its people, but
in his own select and loyal coterie who can
make proper gestures while despoiling all
they touch. I should urge all my friends to
attend the meetings of their city council
whenever possible to attend political rallies:
to attend lectures and meetings of any type
so long as they held interest for the average
citizen.

I would get a few friends to attend sessions
in court once in a while. I would try to get
a few to visit their jails and reformatories to
see how they operate. I would'make some
effort to get the people interested in the police
department and their methods. In short, I
would interest myself and endeavour to per
suade others to become interested in all of
the complexities of our government. Honest
officials would welcome such interest since
it would redound to their credit: other of
ficials, not so honest, would raise the cry
that their efficiency was being impaired by
the "snooping of a bunch of 'do gooders'"
and would, thus, try to forestall their day of
reckoning. All would make added efforts to
straighten out their departments if citizens
would make them aware of their interest. I
should take a great interest in the Laws of
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my country; how they are made and how
they are handled. If I read that the Canadian
Welfare Council were making a Brief to Par
liament for a change of laws, I would hasten
a letter to the Council for full details. I should
take also a great interest in the activities of
youth, knowing that children are the nation's
most priceless asset. If I could give of my
time, I'd .be active in any group interested in
the youth of the. community and I should
endeavour to have the gevernment awaken
to their responsibilities to the young people:

There are so many things to do as a citi
zen. I should be fully aware at all times,

and I should preach to all who would listen,
that the only way to insure a great Canada
is to insure all -men equal rights; the only
way to insure equal rights is to legislate
equitable laws; the only way to make sure
of equitable legislation is to clearly demon
strate to the lawmakers that the people want
that type of legislation and insist upon it.

If I were a Citizen, I should carry on that
kind of crusade with a full heart. I believe
that once my aims were known, I should re
ceive considerable support from my friends
and acquaintances and even from some of
my enemies If I Were A Citizen.

NE VV S aild VIEWS ^PP^ and ChiPPed Here and There)

Congratulations to our good friend, Miss Kathleen Healey of Queen's University on her election
as President of the Elizabeth Fry Society. Incidentally, this Society is the equivalent to the John
Howard and they are chiefly concerned with the problems of the women prisoners... Our thanks to
the Kingston Whig-Standard and their staff reporter, Mr. Adler, for their very generous coverage of
the K.P. Tele-Scope and C.B. Diamond: a two page spread with photos helped to bring our message
to the public and we are very grateful and more so because the said article was condensed and cir
culated on the Canadian Press wires... Our subscription list is now over the seven hundred mark with
•new ones arriving daily and it's getting *to be a big task to look after matters. Accordingly, we have
taken Vic Desmarais on to our staff and he'll work with McKenzie. All circulation and subscription
problems will be in their hands... Bill Grant is tied- up on vocational training and his services will
not be available to us until graduation in the fall... Vince Villeneuve, our able sports editor will be
leaving in mid summer and we are putting out this call for another sports editor, to work with Vince
until he goes and then to take over the job comple:ely. We'll allot twenty-five percent of our space to
sports coverage and we'd like a man who will stick with the job and do it well... Number one dor
mitory is now in the process of being torn down and thus an old land-mark of the prison goes to
whatever Utopia old buildings are allotted... Regrets and good, wishes to Charlie Reed; regrets that
he must be hospitalized and good wishes for an early "ticket" and prompt recovery... The Red Cross,
through the courtesy of Mr. Macintosh of Kingston, will be entertaining us at a concert in the audi
torium on March 15th... To date, nothing definite planned for the Easter week-end and there is a
two day holiday then. Undoubtedly, the Committee will come up with something for both days...
Accolades to the kitchen: ever since Christmas the meals have been more tastier Gmust be a -better
cook!) and the pastry coming from the bake-shop has never been so good. We usually shy away from
any comment on the food but we think this accolade is in order so a "pat-on-the-back" to the fellows
in that department. You know, 'the men there work seven days a week and, along with the farm
gang, put in the longest hours in the joint. It's something to remember. All of us are too prone to
criticize and ttoo shy to applaud so there you have it!... Accolades also to the I.O.R.C. They are work
ing away on several matters and to date their biggest achievement (has been the new items on the can
teen. .. And talking about -the I.O.R.C. — will some member of that group take on the onus of report
ing their activities to this magazine so all of us can follow your progress?... As we've announced
next month will mark our second birthday and we will present several outstanding feature articles
in the magazine. We attempt to improve our publication from month to month and we feel -that next
month's edition will be our finest to date... Reserve your copy and why not subscribe or renew your
subscriptions now. Your family and friends will be glad to get the C.B. Diamond because YOU are a
part of it. It is YOUR paper! — Until next month, remember, "the world is neither for you nor a-
gainst you; it is What you make it, by and for yourself. Lets get in tune with things so we can ap
preciate the most life has to offer."
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BOOKS and THE INMATE
"Aussie" Davies

The reading habits of the men here at Collin's Bay give rise to some interesting specu
lation. According to approximations in the realm of statistics, the per' capita reading average
of the men has increased rapidly over the years, and although some men read much more than
others and some do not read at all except for occasional newspapers, the statistical average to
date is 2.5 books a week per man.

And it is very noticeable that the care accorded to borrowed books has also improved of
late. Men are beginning to show a more civilized respect for books, treating them more as
fragile vessels of knowledge rather than mere woodpulp productions easy to deface or ruin. If
nothing else, this proves a turn for the better in the attitude of the men here, in that the satis
faction derived from destroying the property of others is being depended upon less .than form
erly for relief from penal pressures.

ideas on hard stone — of all that has, down
through the centuries, reached the realm of
permanent truth.

In the inmate's choice department, histori
cal romance seems to retain a large lead with
western fiction and mystery close on its heels;
the budding star of science fiction is bursting
on the horizon in such a manner as to assure
it a permanent place in the affection of all
fiction readers. Also, and this is perhaps
more significant than the rest, there has been
an upsurge in educational reading and a
greater demand for books on educational
subjects.

Now, a great many reasons come to mind
that might conceivably explain this change
for the better in recent months, but the causes
are not half so interesting as the effects...
because effects can be measured in happiness,
mental and physical progress, the broadening
of individual vision and increase in personal
sensitivity. And the effect of intelligently
diversified reading, never doubt, can produce
just those things.

True literature always reflects matters that
are of permanent delight or worth to man
kind; it expresses general impulses, hopes and
fears, the abiding qualities of human beings,
with their foolish acts and uplifting dreams.

To carry this matter further; literature in
all its protean form serves an indispensible
purpose not only in the development of civil
ization as a whole but in the personal life of
every man who hopes to better his estate
mentally, spiritually and socially. Not only
is literature the final repository of all knowl
edge, it is the fore-runner — and has been
since man first began to chisel symbols of his

20

The advantage of reading is tremendous.
The therapeutic value obtained in good read
ing cannot be exaggerated since the very act
of reading requires a certain communion with
self.

Aside from the fresh information to be
gained from sensible reading and subsequent
broadening of intellectual' vision, the concen
tration demanded for complete absorbtion of
the printed word is of the greatest value in
physically training the mind to grasp novel
problems suddenly thrust before it in actual
life. Finally, of course, there are humanistic
stimuli to be found in wide reading: the es-

' tablishment of empathy, or identification with
and sympathy for other people in other cir
cumstances. It takes the individual out of him
self and projects him towards an understand
ing of the common obstacles that confront
mankind, and he can not avoid examining
himself from afar during that glasslike period
when the mind makes its slow return to im
mediate consciousness.

Those who read discriminately are reward
ed in two ways: he will be entertained and
thereby will learn. By judicious use of the
library index files, available to everyone, he
may exercise discretion in selecting various
books that will step him up along the road to
a mature understanding of men, the whys and
wherefores of things. By planning his read
ing cirriculum with a view towards enlarging

<i
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his general knowledge in stages compatible
with his work, his tastes and capabilities, he
can accrue the same kind of education dis

pensed by most liberal arts colleges. And
since serving time, inevitably becomes op
pressive, good reading may be used success
fully as a healthy antidote and handy relief
from the weight of looking down that one
way street, where time-future seems madden
ingly slow movement, and time-past seems
fleet as a wink.

Many men look forward to the day when
the institution will make an arrangement with
the Provincial Library System under which
books, other than fiction, that are not avail
able here, may be borrowed from them. This
would go far in alleviating the shortage of
up-to-date technical books and other special
ized reading matter.

For an institution of this size, the library
is modestly extensive, and its fictional shelves
are well represented by most of the great au
thors in literature. A few classics, either in
corporated within the leaves of anthologies,
or issued in abridged form, are available. A
little patience, tempered by the realization

that 2t takes time to make an adjustment to
different styles, and a man can garner a
wealth of information within a relatively
short period that could well change the entire
pattern of his life. It has long been acknowl
edged that if men would but apply to their
lives only a thousandth part of the accumu
lated wisdom between the covers of their
books, there are no limits to what they might
do.

Whether one prefers Hemingway or Keyes,
Spillane or Capote, Milton or Roberts, all
reading is worthwhile. Persons may disagree
with the author but, it's worth reading what
a writer has to say just to sharpen up one's
analytical abilities.

If you have a reading problem or if you'd
like to find out how to develop .good reading
habits progressively, may I suggest you dis
cuss the matter with Mr. McAllister, the as
sistant-schoolteacher-librarian. I'm sure he'd
be glad to help you.

Reading is one of the few absolute values
left to us today. No matter what your per
sonal choice: You really cannot lose. It makes
life worthwhile.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS '

February 11, 1953

Editors,

C.B. Diamond.

Noticed some fine articles attacking Canada's lack of a parole system. Your
views were well-spoken and effectively presented; but after reading "Is Re
lease Freedom?" in the February edition, I began wondering what the other
side of the story could be.

How about inviting an authoritative representative of the Department of
Justice to use a page or two of the Diamond to tell us why Canada does not
have a parole system; then, using their article as a basis, surely the editors of
the Diamond could hit back with a few facts that might do some good.

So far we have heard some excellent arguments for paroles: how about
giving the other side a chance to tell us why there isn't a Canadian parole setup?

There is no doubt in my mind that the Canadian Public is being cheated of
a good reformative and corrective measure that could help alleviate the prob
lem of crime and the criminal.

I can't imagine Ottawa having as strong a case against paroles as we have
for paroles.

Congrats on another "bang-up" edition.

Sincerely,

GEORGE E. YOUNG

P. s. _ oh, yes, KEEP UP THE FINGER COLUMN!!
'ii
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So much has happened since the last time I had a chance to publish the few little grains
of dirt I happen upon now and then that it hardly seems worth trying to sift it all down so I'll
jjust toss you the larger clods.

Actually, THE FINGER has been trying to make a deal with those who have IT.. What,
you ask? Well it seems that some guy has a very vital letter snafooed while it was enroute to
someplace or other (in this case, it should have been "other"). However, we offered over
twelve bales for the letter but those that now have it say that they can't deal so that vital
novel will have to be let-go. And THE FINGER did so want to high-lite his column with all the
gory details. But that's the way it goes, I guess. Maybe Vern will write one to us and we'll
use it next month. There's the invitation, pal.

• •••••

Here's a kite I got from some person ashamed of his name. He didn't sign it and these
individuals who write anonymous kites—well you know if they write it to me, well they'd write
the same other places. This kite says "how about telling Evan Jones of the farm gang go do his
own time and have him quit hollering about a ticket". Well there it is—and the message is car
ried free. It's up to you now, Evan! If you want a copy of the note, contact The Finger
iimmediately.

• •••••

Did you know that the rodent rat drags his tail while our rats carry theirs (tales, that
is)?? And did you know that three true buddies in dorm 2 pool their weekly weed issue and
then smoke furiously for a few days lest they should all be beat. Result—all on the mooch by-
Tuesday. . And did you know that friction within the quarry gang has robbed them of its cheer
fulness and its also a fact that over 200 guys want to take over my job. Joe Clark being the
main candidate for it. Oh well—he's got the nack, I guess.. . Heard Harry Brown had a very-
short talk with Heron via the braille system. . Tragic Willie Gagic beating charges almost every
week. He must be pleading insanity... Our winter soft-ball professionals will soon have to
"put up or shut up". Hello Thompson!...

Joe DeBellefeuille thriving on a false ego, while Antone slowly wilts away... Whatever
happened to the hockey pool that originated on the masons? Was it bankruptcy?... Memo
to Jimmy R. — smarten up kid and skip the profanity. It certainly isn't becoming and on you
it just don't look right Then there is the current report that Mr. Gratrix lost his flying
license over a little ventilator that belonged to the bus... Bertrand, the new far-from-the-
truth candidate expounds while McGraw runs a close 2nd.. Heard that Stir Dranitsarus is ap
plying for the CVO's position. No, Steve, the time you have in won't count as seniority
Norm Bell and George Fargo seen measuring foreheads and never without their hats... Kotyk
making like Smiths Transport every few days... Surprised looks were in evidence one Sa
turday AM in the library gang. Could it all be over a little glass jar that just up and walked
away?... Recommend that Charlie Lonsdale slow down before he gets going to fast.

There is a current rumor regarding merchanting in one of the departments but I haven't
tracked it's origin down yet but I'll drop in the change room this week and will give you the
low down next month... You know it's a shame the length some guys will go to beat a fellow
inmate out of a bale of weed...

Murray of the carpenter shop tells the tales so tall that his customers have to don space
suits to stand the pressure. . . And a guy named Leslie in the same shop is looking over the
22
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field. And the Ex-Mayor of Burwash Jimmie Leslie wanted to get on the committee but it was
decided that he wouldn't make a good bat-boy here at The Bay...

Good to see my old friend Eddie Martin over from the land of-well the land of something
and once he gets into the McVeigh-Burke circle, well he's in period... And while down the
kitchen way—that's a silly grin Kiles is wearing everytime he spots the bull gang... Baldy
McKenzie was heard telling Elliot that bald-headedness was truly a mark of distinction and.
also, that grass won't grow on a busy street. But we'd like to inform Baldy that hair can't
grow either when the coment has hardened. Ask your partner Briggs, Mac, he knows!...
Memo to the jokers in the new cell block—never> but never, have so many sourpusses been
gathered together in one spot. Have been watching the most of you the past few days and
though it's said that all the brainy guys go to the vocational shops, I now doubt that statement.
Who the sam hill are you guys mad at—youselves?

Now on the serious side and very serious side—THE FINGER wants to wish Charlie
Reed good luck and good health and I know I echo that wish for the whole population—even
those whose hearts are crusted and hard and mean. Yeh—Charlie—bouquets from ALL OF US!

# * * * » *

And in winding off this month's session with you, THE FINGER wants to say bon voyage
to guys like Henry Dorban, Ernie Holland, Kilroy MacDonnell, Al Cahill and of course, our
Billie—the walking dictionary. THE FINGER doesn't know what it is that makes guys SOLID
but in our books—these guys rank SOLID and we hope that since the fish must come in—
that among them will be guys like those joes. Next month, I'll bring you an all exclusive
BIRTHDAY column. They tell me the magazine is two next month so I'll get into my best pair
of short pants and I'll leave the diapers and safety pins with Weliki so he can pass them on
to some kid. And my column in April will be filled with birthday bouquets or brick bats, just
according to what the grapevine is like. See ya'll then! And in the meantime remember "the
easiest way to save face is to keep the bottom half of it shut."

1o£LJll O." on Justice and Judgement
Justice while she winks at crimes,
Stumbles on innocence sometimes —Butler

When one has been threatened with a great injustice, one accepts
a smaller as a favor. —Carlyle

Justice is the bread of the nation; it is always hungry for it. —Chateaubriand
A just man is not one who does no ill,
But he, who with the power, has not the will —Philemon

Use every man after his desserts, and who should 'scape whipping? Shakespeare
Every man loves justice at another man's house; nobody
cares for it as his own. —Anon.

A fox should not be the jury at a goose's trial.

Good and bad men are each less so, than they seem.
How little do they see what really is, who frame their •
judgements upon that which seems. —Southey
Decide not rashly. The decision made can never be recalled. —Longfellow
"Call silence," the judge to the officer cries; *
"This hubbub and talk, will it never be done?
Those people this morning have made such a noise,
We've decided ten cases without hearing one." —Anon.

—Anon.

—Coleridge
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Songs fromjhe Inside

PLEA IN ABSTRACT

I come to thee, O God, but not to pray,
To break thy holy silence with my needs,
Since mine, O God, is but a convict's heart
That knows not how to tell thy holy beads.
The shadows of the world are on my heart
And so I seek thy brightness undefiled;
And though I come with quiet lip and hand,
Yet thou wilt understand thy convict child.

For vou can see the flock of little words,
Like"shy small birds that from my heart arise,
And all the sacred, silent solitude
Is vibrant with compassionate replies.
I come to Thee. O God, but not to pray
But just to spend an hour with thee apart.
My lips at rest, my lingers idly clasped
Since mine, O God, is but a convict's heart.

—Lc.

{

IN MEMORIAM

(for my mother)

And is it so, that on this day you lie
Beneath the quickening grasses, still and stark,
While joyous winds go crooning overhead
And flowers move softly pass you in the dark?

And shall you miss the dawn, nor yet behold
The mellow moon of April, wax and wane.
Nor hear across the darkling summer world
The little fluted sorrows of the rain?

Will robins still be singing in the dawn?
And calling through the dusk, and you not know?
Will waves of sunlight ripple on the grass
And you be lying heedless just below?

Oh no! The heart of God grows never old;
And you will feel the seasons ecstasies.
And at this thought my heart half breaks with

song:
You were my "mom" and part of all of these!

—Pete Morris

A PASSING DAY

To tell you what today was like
Is more than I can do;
How docs God make each passing day
Look different and new?

The birds and I were early up,
To meet our friend the sun,
And honor him a bit before
The morning had begun.

All men, vho can, come out of doors,
And they look glad to be
On lime's renowned adventure
With earth's bright company.

It would take the tongues of angels
To translate into sound
The evidence of God's love |
That, roundabout, I found.

What riches has eternity
it it can give away

Such infinite perfection
.' > just a passing day!

—Walter Hanson in

The Presidio
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I.O.R.C. CHANGESs Billy Leonard and George Pearson have moved up to fill
the two vacancies existing in the Inmate's Council. Ferrigan and Semmens
were successful candidates in the recent S&E Committee election and resigned
from the I.O.R.C. to take over their new duties.
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Alcoholics

Anonymous

Vision Group Meetings Bi-monthly. Discussion

Group Weekly.

Freddy M. —Chairman

Floyd W. —Secretary

If we, as alcoholics, begin our A.A. recovery program with a certainty as to what is good
for us and what is good for the next fellow, or a to how the meetings should be conducted, we
shall surely end in confusion and doubt. But if we begin by learning the A^A. way of life with
some doubt, but yet keep an open mind to learn, we shall end with certainties which will en
able any sincere alcoholic to realize complete sobriety and happiness.

There are far too many men who, far too early in the program become too certain that
they have acquired the principles of A.A. Overeager to have everything settled in their minds,
they lack the wisdom and courage to expose their alcoholic problem to the true basic solution
which the A.A. philosophy offers to them. Instead, they profess to have adopted the AA prin
ciples, but their professions are based on doubt and false certainty because they have been too
quick to build a sound and secure foundation which would give them a sure sense of security.
Their false professions of AA gives them nothing but a weak groundwork and as a result, they
are overcome by the strong wind of temptation1,to drink when they are exposed to it. They fall
because their foundation has been too hastily built and its construction is too frail to withstand
the uncontrollable and overwhelming urge. They have failed to build in the strength of a
Greater Power and have relied on the false strength of false professions. In these immature
absolutists, lies the seed of failure and tragedy. The world is sick with them.

Yes, it is the seed of tragedy that puts thousands of persons into an early grave, never
to return to alter the mistakes they made in the beginning—to put last things first. They have
cultivated this seed by not heeding the counsel and advice of those who have acquired the
blessing of sobriety and who have thus become qualified to instruct the beginner.

From the seasoned veteran of the A.A. way of life, the beginner has much to learn. From
him the beginner will learn that there is no half way mark in the A.A. route to sobriety. The
beginner will learn that it is not an easy way by which the alcoholic must unravel his confused
and uncontrolled life of drunkeness.

The beginner who honestly endeavours to seek a new way of life must bear in mind
always that the strength of A.A. is acquired from a sound basic program of certain and proven
principles. The beginner must use these basic principles in the construction of his foundation
in the A.A. way of life. Only in this way will the beginner get a start which will dissolve
his doubts, fears and problems. By the time.he reaches this conclusion, he will have begun to
travel down that road of reason to sobriety.

Even more, the beginner will learn to be tolerant of others, respecting their beliefs and
be willing to compare them fairly with his own. The person with an open mind is neither a-
fraid or ashamed to change it. The beginner will learn to stand up for what he believes and
practise what he believes.. And at the same time, the beginner will learn to accept and res
pect the convictions of his fellow-men. He will learn that the next fellow's beliefs will sur
vive or die according to their own merits.

%

Perhaps, we as alcoholics do have good intentions when we begin to learn this A.A. way
of life. But good intentions are not enough. It is only by sincere and honest undertakings of
the A.A. way of life and through faith in a Power greater than ourselves that we shall ever
be able to break the shackles of alcohol and in the end achieve sobriety.
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INTROSPECTION

Fear.. .loneliness.. .hatred. They come unannounced, unpredicted, unwanted. Alone
sometimes.. .often at once. Seeping, crowding, stealing in, pretending to be something else.. .
feeding on the emotions that have nowhere else to go. Not always clear, well-defined. Not
always with a reason. . .hot always anything. Fading, receding.. .like a tide far out, away from
the shore, yet there just the same, ever as real.. .as destroying. Sleeping — maybe — without
being dead; existing without being tangible.

They enter through a small hole that was a word, a gesture, a puzzled look... or rush
past the open door of an unexpected smile, a song, a sneer. . .but mostly. ..up from the deep,
conflicting tunnels of memory they come.. .confused, intense, shadowy. . .streaked with veins of
cruel realism.. .tempered by the anaesthesia of forever. . .brooding, powerful, prolific. It is life
...myriad hues and tones and shades...no man so old he's known them half...no child so
young but felt them all. . . wisdom". . . at once priceless, useless.

Fear! What do we fear? Death? Life? The terrible, chilling futility of being unwanted?
That perhaps most. Still. . .somewhere.. .there is grace, beauty, love...for some... happi
ness. We envy them. . .hate them. Why should theirs be better? Why. . .when we have none?
Does it exist at all, this sweetness of being? Alone. . .confused in damp mists. . .where only
vague outlines of what was to have been loom like deserted monuments to that which is. . .must
ever be, . .unchangeable. . .irrevocable, gone. . .past the sharp regrets.. .the dull aches—living
like malignant cancers in the mind. So we hate the frauds, the shams, the pretense. . .the wea
ry enthusiams.. .forced now where spontaneity once served... served when paradoxical self
ishness did not strangle.. .warp.. .that which was good. . .killing. . .in hedonistic racks of shal
lowness.

When do they come? Always... once in a while. . .seldom. They are never gone. In
the midst of a crpwd, or a quiet corner, standing in one of the ceaselessly shuffling lines. . .who
knows. . .or tries to explain?- At night we know them. . .then they are close. It is- as though
we could reach out. . .feel them with our fingers.. .beat them-maybe-caress them, too.

Bits of bar-strained moonlight on the cell floor. . .slender, tapering fingers. . .magic yel
low. . .piercing.. .alive. . .calling up dreams. We hate what they are made of.. .it is no longer
ours: . .moonlight like a still, pale blanket over the land. . .cool, liquid breezes, unhurried flesh
.. .strange sounds. . .hidden among the trembling leaves. . .tiny ripples. . .padding on a rocky
shore. . .a soft, possessive hand. . .her warm breath.. .whispers.. .the CELL!

A dark pitch on the wall. . .a calendar. Where truth is.. .meaning, for some men, events
holidays. . .the coming of spring, things to be anticipated, remembered. Now! ... it represents
only the supreme god,—Time!. . .time is nothing. . .only a quantity to be served.. .never done.
Always there are many sheets. . .to be served. New seasons. . .to be served. Eternity!. . . Yes
...eternity here, now... there, on the wall. See its shape. . .numbered days? Do they ever
run out? In time. . .they must run out.. .to begin again. . .again. . .again.

Time is forever. . .forever stays here. . .in the cell. . .follows in line. We cannot escape
forever.. .it is our cross to carry. . .through the mists and moonlight. . .it is ours, perpetual. . .
constant. . .impossible. We go on with eternity.. .living with fears. . .the loneliness. . .the ha
treds.

26

It is what we do not have and reach for.. .what we do not have and reach beyond.. .
that turns our shuddering into boldness and audacity, and kindness to flame. It is
out of our weakness that we learn what to do with strength; it is because, when we
most desire to speak, our speech is faltering, that what begins as broken utterance
ends in prayer.
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DJAMOND'S HALL OF FAME

ACCOLADES TO

US PubHc Hai?;hM^aging«dit°r °f THE STAR' °mci* Publication of the patients at the
and ail her ^ £ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ Disease at CarviUe> LouiLna T^is ladv

aU at Ca^ffle "" «? ^ ' Wg ba"le « our hands to -"P-toon. Proudly «S

ACCOLADES TO

the p^ast few°2lTateS Wh° ^^ medted educational achievements during
Gibney —DVA certificate in Introductory Mathematics with honors.
Smith — DVA certificate in Mathematics.

Horgan —DVA certificate in Marine Engineering: 4th class.
Shatford — DVA certificate in Introductory Mathematics.
Makarchuck - DVA certificate in Introductory Mathematics.
Young — DVA certificate in Social Studies with honors.
Desmarais —DVA certificates in Mathematics and Forestry.
Boehner — DVA certificate in Introductory Mathematics.

B°Sma ZZSS&ZS&Sg"""*^"^ *."»««* ^position
"^ ~idtE"gU^Si°i^UCati0n **«*"" in W Mature

IT'S NOT THE ANSWER Continued from page 3
must have respect for those above them in society as the first of such examnlP, rw «,
something to aim at - let them look up to society's leaders and offkTaVs XtLt™ them

All of this may come in due time We all hnn*» c^ r«»K^. * , , "of equal justice for aU men. The rrZ'nZe amoTuwill^toT^T^S£ F**"1
a loose, very ill-fitting phrase in our Canada of today. thlS has become

The average inmate is just as human as the average man Hp f™ n*n kob
and angry ..and very bitter. But, it is his misfortune tfsX' nrt on* for h£foZm'ST*
but often for those of the average man as well It is nftm hi. w J^. , mistakes,
fairs that are no fault of his oJk He ZZ not unoe»ta?dt ^ot^de s^ftdlfa
ru^stSengih^ ^ »—"*»- *~* —-C-i of anjZTZ&F^

The results are all too often a deep bitterness and soul-rotting despair.
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COMING

EVENTS!!!

Sunday, March 8lh — THE JOLSON STORY — reviewed last month.
Sunday, March 15th — Kingston Concert Parry under auspices of the Kingston RedvCross Society.
Sunday. March 22nd — THE TOUGHER THEY COME starring Wayne Morris and Preston Foster. A
93 minute movie that tells the story of how two pals fi^ht a big lumber combine for control of the tim
ber industry. It's a movie with plenty of action in the wilds of .the savage north. Shorts: House
About It? (comedy) and cartoon entitled Magic Strength.
Sunday, March 29th — THE KID FROM CLEVELAND starring George Brent and Lynn Bari and fea
turing the entire Cleveland Indian baseball team headed by Bill Veeck, 'Bob Feller, Hank Greenberg,
Satchel Paige and Tris Speaker. The story tells of the trouble of a wayward boy, maladjusted be
cause of a home condition involving a step-father. The ball club take him in hand and have much
to do with his regeneration. It's a MOVIE YOU'LL LOVE! Time: 109 minutes. Shorts: Laurel
and Hardy in Live Ghosts.
April 5th and 6th — EASTER PROGRAMS TO BE ANNOUNCED.
12th April — BUCK PRIVATES with Abbott and Costello and the Andrew Sisters. The screen goes
wacky in Whaki in this army camp comedy with your favorite funsters and melody (maids! Short:
Nellie The Indian-Chief's Daughter. This is a super-special film running 94 mins.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT:

The balance in the Sports &' entertainment Committee Welfare Fund as of
February 7th was $609.24.

This is an excellent showing. and McKenzie and Hawley are to be highly
commended. When they took over the committee in the spring of 1962, they had a
working capital of only $125. 00. — Through their consistent efforts, they managed
to boost the amount to its present balance with all bills paid to date.

The quality of the movies this winter has been excellent and they have been
serving refreshments two and three times monthly as well as looking after parcels
at Christmastime for those without funds. They have also added to the record
library, organized a much better staging at the auditorium, etc.

Take a bow Mac and Fred! You are leaving a fine working balance t6 the
new committee and we are sure that they will continue on with such a fine program.

ONLY A COMIC STRIP BUT Continued from page 9

And each time they read of a Clyde Lamb, those men are brought to the stronger and
more firmly embedded belief that they, too, can and will demonstrate a true recovery.

For if Charles Ward could become the millionaire president of one of North America's
leading businesses; if Clyde Lamb can become a nationally syndicated cartoonist and "Carbine"
Williams an adviser to a nation's government; then we can at. least hope for some measure of
similar success to attend our own, and our individual, efforts.

Each man in every prison throughout the world is such a story. If the newspapers of
our country would just play such successes up in the same headlines they play up crime, how
much could be achieved in better .understanding of the man behind walls.

There is a lesson in the creator of Herman — a little comic strip that daily brings joy to
millions. Such stories convince us that we, too, can reach our goals, if we mean business.
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Lights Out
It is then when the fact is felt, the mood is molded, and prison becomes hell or promise,

when the darkness is your judge, and a cell the only witness to a man nobody knows.

Lights out!

And you meet the man you once were, and the man you would be m other nights in other
years. This is "your hour" when the soul speaks and the real man comes forth. The tired
toughness, the false laughter, the indifference and the jailhouse sham are gone, and perhaps
you're the man you wanted to be. You look out beyond iron bars that tell of bitter moments
past and present, and you speak with the man that is. And you ask of this hour.

Memories? A woman's kiss, a child's clenched fist; a wife's understanding, a friend's
"fear not," an enemy's damning curse. You're the kid who was blessed with a home built
by love, or the boy who saw love turned into hate. A divorce court solved the problem, a High
Court judge solved another, not too many years later. You were the signalman on a trim
battle cruiser of the R.C.N., or a footweary soldier in Normandy or Sicily. But the life of the
gun carried over when dreams of home turned sour, and you chose to make your own world.

As many hearts, as many reasons why, for this night and it's memories.

Lights out!

And man-made lights are dimmed, with man's soul too, growing dark with doubt and
despair. The mask is off, the soul is bared, and you are alone. Then, and only then, do you
look within and dare to speak the truth.

Were you weak, vengeful, lustful or depressed? Did you betray, trick, cheat or rob?
Was there mercy, foolishness, morbidity, or maliciousness in your deeds? And did you really
gain for it all?

And when this night is over, along with the many more that must follow, will you be
able to pick up the broken pieces of your life, will you find acceptance, and will this all be for
gotten in the "new life" that must be?

Questions in the night at "lights out."

And that last letter home? They too are in prison; they too have a fight. Did you tell
of hope, or utter despair? Did you not so much ask for strength, as give it, in those treasured
lines which will be read and re-read many times by loving and lonely hearts? You know
your tomorrows, veven though they be rigidly regimented—they do not know theirs. Did you
think of them when you took that awful step across that narrow line, dividing two worlds? And
for many families, was the hurt too great to bear, the shame too deep to survive?

All this is part of the remorse, part of "your hour" at "lights out".

And what happened today?

Did you remember that you are not alone in this lonesome journey, and that tears can
be shed by more than one man alone? It is so easy to hate everything and everybody; it is
so easy to condemn all that breathe about you, yet when lights are out, they that you hate
and condemn become you—for you are they, too. Continued on page 31
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1PRESS PASSES (Our Views Of Our Exchanges)

MONTHLY RECORD (Conn. State Prison) — Memo to Benny P. — You've got plenty on the ball and
we suggest you take Richard Eveleigh aside and calmy tell him to come down from his teacher's plat
form. He's over our head! Accolades to the writer of Las Vegas Interlude: it reminded us of Vicki
Baum's style. Top-notch!

THE INSIDER (Washington. D.C.) — You gutterized your Christmas edition. Why take what has been
a Fifth Avenue magazine down to skid-row? Lewdness has no place in penal papers because there
are too many critics looking for the worse when they pick them up and we can imagine that air of
piety by so many: "oh well — what can you expect; they are nothing but a bunch of convicts!" See
what we mean. We suggest you present only your best efforts hereafter.

TIME (Joliet-Slaleville) — Your November edition received here on January 20th. Came by pony
express, -no doubt! However, it was so interesting, we'd like a not so belated encore, please.

THE NEW ERA (Leavenworth) — Roscoe Gillmore's poetic contributions to your holiday num'ber is, in
our opinion, 20th century poetry at its best. More and more of same in future editions.

SEAGOZETTE (Seagoville) — Christmas edition excellent and we applaud the efforts of your new
editorial staff. You fellows have a message for all those interested in penology. Living, as you do,
in a prison without walls, you should play up your message at all times. Canada needs a Seagoville.
We understand itihat you have men serving life terms there and yet you have no. walls.. security is
apparently given a secondary place. Give us some personality sketches; some real human-interest
material and by all means some descriptions of your environment.

PRISON MIRROR (Stillwater) — Never but never has one man used so much space to say' so little.
Editor — rusty! Let's improve huh?

LAKE SHORE OUTLOOK (Michigan City) — Aga n you merit accolades. We do not believe in turn
ing over pages of an inmate publication for a warden's message when PA systems are open to them.
However, your man Dowd always has a message and we enjoy his lifts-up.

MOUNTAIN ECHOES (Stoney Mountain) — Bill Lake, your January editorial is courageous and we
love you for your daring. Our Billy wants to pass a farewell accolade to Hank and 'all of you with
his best wishes for continued success in all activities out there.

PENORAMA (St. Vincent de Paul) — Your progress is terrific. Congrats! Especially enjoy the Lifer's
Notebook which is a unique feature.

ISLAND LANTERN (McNeil Island) — Your January cover design is majestic. Eisenhower knows men
at their best and at their worst. This is why we feel that even prisoners will benefit under his ad
ministration.

PATHFINDER (Prince Albert) — Up and down! Up and down! December issue horrible: January is
sue excellent. Why not aim at a happy medium? Meantime the best of luck and do keep pluggin'.

PAAHAO PRESS (Hawaii) — The spiritual accentuation in your latest issue is touohdngly beautiful and
more penal papers Should adopt just a grain of same. Duke Doucette has a nice style. Incidentally
— we'd like to be bathing on Hawaiin beaches at this moment. These Canadian snow storms — well,
enough said!

An now DIAMONDS to: KP TELE-SCOPE for their January edition: their finest, we think.. .to THE
ALDERSON EAGLE because we miss them; to Tom Runyon of THE PRESIDIO for his patience and
perseverance; to the WEEKLY PROGRESS because it brings a newsy message from the Land of Hia
watha; to Bob Meunier of PENORAMA for an- honest exchange page; to Duke Holliday and Eddie
Nolan of the PRISON FARMER because we've enjoyed the association; and to the new publication
from ANGOLA Prison in Louisiana with a sincere,' honest welcome. And a great big, extra special

'DIAMOND to all the lifers around the circuit for showing us short-timers just what COURAGE
means....
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'BAYITES ARE TALKING ABOUT— The fine way McKenzie is operating the radio.

It's never been so good and his modern, up-to-date record room is the work of Dan
ny G and Champi of the Carpenter Gang. Keep it up, Mac!
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The S. and E. COMMITTEE NEWS

We are just at press at election time here at the Bay. However, we' are able to bring
you the full details in this last minute memo to our lino operator.

S Elections were held on the week-end of February 7th. Representatives of all the shops
arid departments met with D/Warden Richmond and each of than submitted names of six
candidates. From these lists, the top seven nominees were listed on a ballot which was issued

to/every man in the population and he was invited to select his choice of four men for the com
mittee.

Nominees were Danny Gasberini, Jimmy Ferrigan, Sonny Semmens, Bill Briggs, Gord
Cameron, Ed Wilson and Al Elmer.

Every man. exercised his franchise and voted in what was termed to be the "most dem

ocratic, election inside these walls." Tallying of the ballots was done by Stu Watson, Chairman
of the IORC, Doc Amos being the neutral referee and Charlie Mattison, editor of the C.B. Dia
mond.

Results showed Gasberini top man with over two hundred votes and followed closely by
Jimmy Ferrigan. Other men elected were Sonny Semmens and Bill Briggs.

-* At press time, it was impossible to get a statement from the new committee for, as indi
cated above, this is a last minute addition to our magazine. However, the C.B. Diamond ap
plauds the new members and wishes them well in the thankless job they are undertaking. We

"Would wish them good luck and add only this little reminder: All of the four have been elected
by their fellow inmates. All of the four are responsible to their fellow inmates for the proper
handling of all sports and entertainment matters. They are not on the committee to represent a
select few or cheque but there to serve ALL of the inmates ALL the time. To do a good job, they
must have YOUR cooperation. Give it .to them wholeheartedly.

LIGHTS OUT Continued from page 29
And is there a promise for the morning?

j. Yes, most certainly, yes! No man is defeated, lost or done until the Very End, for it
is: only then that his life can be fairly judged. , •

In the darkness of the night you can think many things, and become many people: You
cin have visions of grandeur, and build castles of delightful dreams, but better yet, you can
look up at the sky, even through bars, and count the stars.

Late? Never too late. If you can be a man and look within, and not be afraid to see what
& there, and seeing, take stock, reassemble and build anew—this all can be a homecoming.
yf. A homecoming to happiness, hope, love and deeper and more contented living. The nights
ahead, and the days between, will yet be fraught with fright and hopelessness at times, and
"Ehe heart and back will grow tired, but the man can be equal to the task and the hope involved.

V Lights out!

^ Ten p.m. It's your hour. Think! Remember! Look within! Then sleep, and wake
to the sure and brighter morning to be.
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EDITORIAL ...
Tragic Instances

There were two tragic instances reported in the Nation's press last month. One hap

pened in Montreal and the other in Vancouver. Both victims were fourteen years of age and
both were sentenced to five years in the penitentiary.

And it was about the same time that we were chatting with a twenty year old lad here

and we happened to mention that he had work habits that were most admirable and he

shouldn't be wasting his years behind bars. He shocked us with his reply: "I've been in train

ing schools and jails since I was eight years of age and I'll probably end up dying in them". . .

We have used the second paragraph to emphasize the tragedy of the first one. Here is a

glaring (and not untypical) example of society at its blindly stupidest. The most dull-witted

individual should know that a boy getting into trouble at the age of eight is a serious disturb

ed personality.

And society apparently had the answer to the maladjustment. Sure—ship him off to

training school or reformatory. That'll cure him. BUT DID IT? He's here today..

And the numbering and mugging of the two fourteen year old lads as they enter peniten

tiary confines to worry thinking wardens—what about them? Will it cure them?

These are glaring incidents. Tragic instances. These troubled lads will never be turned

into constructive citizens. Quite the contrary—everything is done to force them into criminal

carrers.

Forget the sentiments and the idealism, Mr. Citizen. You, as a taxpayer are supporting
the gigantic machinery of law enforcement, supervision and punishment—and to what prac

tical end?

You turn these young people into incorrigibles and permanent drains on society — on

yourself. You send them to prison: you deny them their youth and then you let them out to

resume the only pattern of behaviour they know.

Father Flanagan PROVED it—Mr. Citizen.. ."there is no such thing as a bad boy". It

would be enormously economical in terms of money alone, apart from the rich saving in human
resources, for your community to set up psychiatric clinics to treat these youths before they

reach the fingerprinting and mugging stage. These lads are more often disturbed and insecure

personalities, who are sick as surely as a tubercular.

Do yourself a favor, Mr. Citizen. In simple justice — apply the knowledge of the age and

do something about these kids. The Penitentiary is NO place for them.
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A TRIBUTE TO ONE WHO DESERVES IT:

Instructor John Spencer, D.C.M. of the Tailor Shop will retire from the
prison service the end of this month after twenty-five years of service. And
in the words of one of his present gang "old Jock will sure be missed around
here!"

25 years in the prison service and nothing but good has ever been uttered
about the man. So, the C.B. Diamond joins \he population in wishing Mr. Spencer
the best of all the best things that life can offer.
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